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The Blank Canvas
by Mark Dwortzan
All it took to end my old life was a simple,
two-line announcement.
Line one pulled the trigger. “I have some
news, Bruce,” I said to my deskbound CEO as I
stepped into his coveted comer office. And then I
clutched my spill-proof Lilliputian Technologies
coffee mug like an astronaut bracing for liftoff. It
seemed unreal that in just 14 days, my to-do list
would zero out for the first time in 20 years. The
old game —of performing task after task for no
purpose other than to cross it off the list—would
soon be over. So would 60-hour weeks behind
tinted glass in a gray cell of a nameless high-rise
anchored to the concrete canyon of downtown L.A.
My spirits soared!
But when Bruce said “Yes?” in his signature
booming voice and leaned forward, his balding
Mount Rushmore head closing in on me like an
eagle circling carrion, those same spirits went into
freefall. Stripped of a job title, superiors, assign
ments, coworkers, and a place to go every day,
what would become of me? Deleted in one key
stroke from the Lilliputian org chart, how would
I navigate the outside world? Suddenly Bruce’s
motto—“Life is nasty, brutish, and short”—posted
in red block letters on his bulletin board, loomed
large. Feeling as naked as my clean-shaven face, I
quivered in my Brooks Brothers suit.
And then held my fire. It wasn’t too late to
back out. For a split second, I considered handing
the boss the latest progress report from our cross
functional strategic planning focus group. Then, as
the digital clock on Bruce’s flat screen monitor ad
vanced to 11:54 a.m., his eyes met mine. Pummeled
by the intensity of those dull green, command-andcontrol eyes, eyes that bore into mine like drill bits,
I steeled myself for a blistering response.
Line two fired the shot. “I’m resigning, effec
tive two weeks from today,” I declared in a voice
that could have doubled for Stephen Hawking’s
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speech synthesizer. Bruce stared at the month of
August on his Sierra Club wall calendar for a few
seconds, then trained his eyes on me. As I awaited
his reaction, I could hear the omnipresent hum of
PCs, laser printers, and keyboards in nearby cu
bicles, and the thump of my quickening heartbeat
was rising above it all.
“You sure about this. Will?” Bruce said, nar
rowing his gaze to a squint.
“Positive.” Now I began to feel light-headed.
Everything had happened so fast.
“Maybe you should have a seat,” Bruce offered,
showing me the guest chair.
"Thanks, boss.” Catching my breath, I col
lapsed on the stiff gray seat pad.
“Now I know the business has lost steam lately,
especially in the nanotech sector,” Bruce said with
a half-smile that gleamed like his Stanford class
ring. "But if you wait out the quarter. I’m confident
things will hit stride.”
“That’s not why I’m leaving.”
“Then why are you leaving?” he asked, scratch
ing his square jaw.
“Because I can afford to.”
“What are you saying, Will?”
I took a deep breath. “After my father’s funeral
last week, his lawyers informed me that I’m the
sole living beneficiary in the will. Bottom line:
I’ve just inherited a fortune.”
“Really? I had no idea your old man had deep
pockets. How much did you net?”
“Ballpark figure, taxes excluded, is 500 mil
lion.”
Bruce gasped. “My God, Will, that’s enough to
ride on for a lifetime. For 50 lifetimes!”
“I suppose,” I said, managing a weak smile.
“You ‘suppose’?”
Why wasn’t I jumping for joy? After all, in one
fell swoop I had ended two decades of submission
to a succession of interchangeable CEOs at the
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same high-tech firm, three buttoned-down captains
of industry who had controlled my time and sapped
my life force, one assignment at a time. In truth, by
resigning with no job to follow, I had just liberated
myself from an entire lifetime as a subordinate.
It was my father, a miserly venture capitalist,
who originally broke me in like an equestrian’s
saddle. While I lived under his red tile roof in a Palo
Alto cul-de-sac, Father tied my measly allowance
to my grade point average. And all through college,
he refused to provide tuition unless I majored in
business administration and maintained at least a
B-plus average. When I dared ask him why the
B-plus, he stated, “You won’t make it in this life
unless you’re above average, Son.”
Even after I had netted a Stanford MBA, stuffed
myself into the latest prison uniform from Brooks
Brothers’ Signature Suit Collection, and scored
the marketing director slot at Lilliputian, Father
made weekly calls to monitor my progress. “How’s
work?” he would ask, never once inquiring about
extra-cubicular activities, such as my rocky mar
riage to Lisa or weekend outings with the Stanford
Alumni Club. Instead, he’d grill me on the status of
my 401 (k) and stock options. It seemed fitting that
his legacy now boiled down to a hefty lump sum.
“Five hundred million, my foot!” said Bruce,
smiling broadly. “I have to admit you had me las
soed for a moment, Bilbo. Don’t tell me: Alison
put you up to this, didn’t she?”
“This is no joke, Boss.”
He scowled. “Okay, buddy, the jig is up. It’s
already 1200 hours and I’ve got to get back to the
grind.”
Anxious for closure, I dashed to my cube,
reached past the remains of a chocolate glazed
donut and a pair of still pulsating headphones,
and snagged a copy of the settlement from a file
folder. Then I raced back to the corner office and
deployed the deliverable on Bruce’s Lilliputian
desk blotter.
“Son of a gun,” said the boss, combing through
the 50-page document. When he came up for air,

his usually sparkling eyes appeared downcast. “ So
what will you do with your life now, Will?” he
asked, handing me the settlement. “What’s your
game plan?”
“Well, that’s the $64,000 question.” I’d have
gladly paid that amount for the answer.
“You mean the $500,000,000 question.” Bruce
sighed like a man who had missed his plane.
“Something wrong?”
“No, nothing.”
“Come on, Bruce. W hat’s up?” I had never
gotten this personal with him before. A former
Marine drill sergeant from North Dakota, the
boss rarely opened up, even after downing a few
beers at happy hour. But now that I’d resigned, he
seemed more vulnerable, as if my announcement
had melted his armor.
“Well, I’m really happy for you, Will,” he said,
leaning back in his black Aeron chair. “Pleased as
punch. Even though I’m about to lose one of the
best marketing directors in the business. I guess
I’m just a bit...”
“A bit what, Bruce?”
“Well, envious. Right now my workload looks
like a ten-car pileup on the Ventura Freeway. But
on the drop of a dime—five billion dimes—you
can just leave it all and follow your bliss.”
“I wish I knew what my bliss was,” I said,
surprised Bruce had even heard of the concept, and
saddened that a whopping 20 years had elapsed
since the last time I had felt something approximat
ing bliss. Back in 1988, when I joined Lilliputian,
bought my first condo in Santa Monica, and mar
ried Lisa, I couldn’t have been more charged up.
But five years of 60-hour weeks later, I’d lost inter
est in work, and Lisa had divorced me on grounds
of neglect. From then on, my existence boiled down
to an ocean view condo and a mind-numbing job
to pay down the mortgage. In the past 15 years, as
my buzz cut went gray, I could feel my life force
slipping away.
Now I was suddenly free to reinvent myself.
But after two decades of letting my “superiors”
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define my days down to the minute, how would I
face that first Monday without a job? I had reason
to fret: ever since the divorce, I had crumbled
whenever a chunk of free time came my way. To
get through most weekends, I’d sleep off Saturdays
and work off Sundays. When I couldn’t sleep or
work. I’d envelop myself in the Sunday LA Times,
comb the Santa Monica shoreline, or lose myself
in a movie matinee. Or I’d surf the Web for an
instant soulmate. Upon my return to the office on
Mondays, I’d cling to colleagues like a stranded
mountain climber greeting a search party.
Vacations proved even more daunting. I
typically used up half of my annual two-week
furlough running errands, leaving the other half
for organized activities. Three years ago, after
listening to the entire taped version of Full Life
Reboot while commuting along the 1-10, I tried
on the arts for size. In 2005, I attempted to write
a novel but couldn't get past the first three pages.
In 2006,1 picked up an acoustic guitar but sang so
out-of-key that I couldn’t stand to listen to myself.
And last year, I attended a weeklong retreat at an
artists’ colony in Santa Barbara but found the blank
canvas intimidating. Overwhelmed by choices of
what paints and brushes to select and what subjects
to render, I ended up painting by the numbers in a
children’s art manual.
How, then, would I face my first business
Monday as a free man? As I stepped out of Bruce’s
office, the rest of my life loomed like that blank
canvas.
As expected, a parade of colleagues filed by my
cubicle that afternoon to wish me well. But many
of their visits took a surprising turn.
I first noticed the phenomenon when Alison
Williams, a marketing and practical joke special
ist from the next cube, stopped by. “Seriously,
Will, I’d love to ditch corporate life and launch a
home-based organic granola business,” declared
the ten-year Lilliputian veteran with flowing, hiplength gray hair, “but I haven’t had a moment to
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think it out. Anyhow, most new businesses fold
the first year.”
Next, Roger Salazar, our potbellied, hirsute
network guru, showed up. “My dream is to become
a yoga instructor,” he announced. “But for months
I’ve felt too wiped out to take classes myself. I
also worry how Carol would react to the pay cut.”
Tacked to the center of Roger’s bulletin board, an
8 x 10” glossy of his stem-faced wife watched
over his every move.
Even Bruce whisked me into his office to
unload. As I stretched out in the guest chair, he
admitted that he fancied directing community the
ater in a Sierra mountain town, a dream that would
have to wait until he retired in ten years. At first,
I strained to picture Bruce in that role. On second
thought, as Lilliputian’s CEO, he did function as
a director of sorts, choreographing staff meetings
and assigning roles to “actors” like me who faked
enthusiasm for his every directive. Maybe Bruce
could direct theater. Now I envied him for knowing
exactly what he wanted to do when he retired.
Until my recent windfall, retirement seemed
like a distant dream, and time belonged to the
corporation. At Lilliputian, they permitted us three
sick leave “events” per year, ten vacation days,
and no comp time —all while expecting us to go
full throttle, week after 60-hour week. Maybe
that’s why as many as eight of my 15 coworkers
admitted that afternoon that they longed to evacu
ate their cubes to pursue their true passion. As I
witnessed their revealing stories, I felt like a priest
in a confessional. And I felt a bit guilty for leaving
them all behind.
Poor Bruce, I thought that mid-August evening
as I paced my concrete deck overlooking the Santa
Monica coastline and watched the Pacific Ocean
fade to black. Poor Alison and Roger. If only they
had the time to stop wasting their lives and follow
their bliss. Or the money. Or the energy. To think,
there I was with all three of those precious com
modities, yet no bliss in sight. No bliss! Only two
weeks now stood between me and a void of blank
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ning to hit the dry cleaner’s right now, but I’ve
days, weeks, months, years.
On second thought, maybe I wouldn’t last always had a soft spot for blue bloods. What can
beyond a year or two on my own power. As I I do you for, guy?”
Ecstatic to have Joyce on board, I got right
stared at the dark sea amid the relentless sound of
incoming waves, Bruce’s motto hit home. Even to the point. “I ’m dead set on finding my true
though I hadn’t opened Thomas Hobbes’ Leviathan life’s work within two weeks, and I hope you can
since my freshman year, I could still recite the full help.”
“Okay, Will, then let’s cut to the chase,” Joyce
quote by heart: “No arts; no letters; no society; and
which is worst of all, continual fear and danger of said firmly. “If you really want to nail down your
violent death; and the life of man, solitary, poor, life’s work. I ’ve got a two-step process that’s
nasty, brutish, and short.” With just two weeks helped many of my clients.”
“Sounds good, but do you think I can complete
to pinpoint my bliss, the pressure was on to start
it within two weeks?”
thinking outside the cube.
“Try two hours. The trick is to trust your first
That Saturday, I did what millions of Americans thoughts. It’s those uncensored, immediate re
do when they seek direction, and fast: I consulted sponses that will put you on the fast track to your
a life coach. Luckily, the choice was obvious. At life’s work. So, ready?”
“Shoot!” I said, now perched at the edge of
9 a.m., I called Joyce Ravens, one of my directreports. Joyce developed marketing applications my Aeron.
“Okay, here’s step one: give me your all-time
software on weekdays and coached on weekends.
top
peak
work experience. I’m looking for a project
Out of the office the past week at a training session,
in which you became totally immersed in the work,
she had already heard the news, every detail.
“Some guys have all the luck,” she muttered. losing all sense of space and time.”
As if speaking to a PowerPoint slide, I then de
“I do feel fortunate, Joyce,” I reported as I sank
scribed
my proudest accomplishment from my first
into my Aeron home office chair and watched a
distant seagull hug the shoreline. I then realized five years at Lilliputian, the years before I stopped
that my feet hadn’t touched down on sand for caring: producing a viral radio ad that boosted
Lilliputian’s customer base by 15 percent.
months.
“Excellent,” said Joyce. “So what skill set
“Speaking of fortune-ate, Willie, how about
sending some of those greenbacks my way? After powered this project?”
“Well, marketing, of course.” The answer came
all, what’s a few million among friends?” I could
picture Joyce flashing her trademark smirk, one that as no surprise; after all, marketing was my core
illuminated her wiry athletic frame like a pink neon competency.
“Wonderful. Now we can proceed with step
sign. I’d miss that smirk once I entered the abyss.
two: let’s find where your deepest passion —in
Not to mention those electric blue eyes.
“Actually, I’d like to send 100 bucks your way. your case, marketing—meets the world’s deepest
needs.”
Got time now for a coaching session?”
“Can you give me an example?’
“So you’ve finally come around,” she said,
“Well, my true passion is the guitar, and I’m
chuckling. “I wondered when you’d...uh...when
part of a local band. About once per quarter, we
you’d finally avail yourself of my services.”
“These are desperate times,” I admitted, losing play for prisons, orphanages, and other confining
places where people could use a lift.”
sight of the seagull.
“Really?”
“So said the multimillionaire. Well, I was plan
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“Actually, that’s why I launched my coaching
biz. Don’t tell anyone, Will, but in five years, I hope
to generate enough capital to bolt Lilliputian and
rock full-time.”
“Wow.” It amazed me that yet another of my
colleagues wanted out. Since her start date five
years earlier, Joyce had always seemed so com
mitted to the company. Then again, she had always
struck me as a contained firecracker with too much
life in her to waste in a gray cell.
“Enough about me. What I want to know is:
what cause fires you up, Mr. Trump? What contri
bution would you love to leave behind to humanity
besides that ample inheritance?”
I felt numb. After 44 years on the planet, I
had no legacy to speak of. No children. No work
of art, scientific discovery, or act of goodwill to
resound across eons. Nothing value-added. My
legacy at Lilliputian amounted to “boosted market
penetration.” Is that what I ’d have etched on my
tombstone? “I wish I knew, Joyce,” I grumbled,
slouching in my chair. “I guess I’m a man without
a mission statement.”
“Come on, Will, you must have at least one
first thought. Who in the world would you most
love to help out with those well-honed marketing
skills?”
After a silence, 1 confessed, “Sorry, Joyce, I
really have no idea. Do you?”
“Maybe you should hear Father John.”
“Father John?”
“Father John of Saint Ignatius Church in Santa
Monica. He gives this sermon on service that I
promise will get you through step two. Every Sun
day he does some version of it.”
A lapsed Catholic, I had long resented the
Church as yet another beacon of authority. But as
I hurtled helplessly toward the void, I needed an
absolute answer. And from what I remembered, the
Church specialized in absolutes. So, for the first
time in two decades, I attended mass that Sunday
morning at Saint Ignatius. Seated alone on a back
pew surrounded by stained-glass windows and art
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Photo (detail) by Joel Kendall

carvings of the baby Jesus, I stared past the congre
gation at a buff, white-bearded priest who reminded
me of a black Charlton Heston. Now emerging
from behind the mahogany pulpit to take center
stage, Father John raised his outstretched arms like
Moses preparing to part the Red Sea. At that mo
ment, I would have followed him anywhere.
“The great prophets of the Old Testament im
plored us to feed the hungiy, to house the homeless,
to clothe the naked, and to free the captive,” he
began, branding the words on my brain through the
sheer force of his vocal cords. “This, my friends,
is what infuses our lives with meaning! This, my
friends, is the vision of the Lord in a nutshell! To
every living soul He asks, “What have YOU done
lately and what will YOU do now—to make it
so?”
When Father John paused to exhale, I cringed.
What had I done lately to make it so? Nothing, un
less I could count what I’d done for Will Bowers.
Feed the hungry? I purchased organic produce and
gourmet foods for top dollar at the local Whole
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Foods Market and ordered takeout from ethnic
restaurants dotting Santa Monica’s Main Street.
House the homeless? 1 lived in a luxury condo
with ocean view, deck, Jacuzzi, sauna, pool, gym,
and club room. Clothe the naked? Brooks Brothers
Monday through Thursday; L.L. Bean for casual
Fridays and weekends. Free the captive?
As it turned out, I had done something in recent
years to free the captive, that is, if captive employ
ees counted as true captives in the Lord’s eyes. In
violation of company policy, I often gave my five
direct reports time off to compensate for overtime,
even assumed their responsibilities during personal
emergencies. I also organized an annual beach vol
leyball group retreat in Malibu and took the whole
gang to lunch once a month on my personal credit
card. Whenever I did these things, I felt ebullient.
I was also anxious about how Bruce and Corporate
might react, I ’ll admit, but definitely ebullient, as
if I’d tasted a bite of forbidden fruit.
I also felt a bit like my late mother, Claire, who
used to boost my allowance and take me to R-rated
movies, Giants games, and the beach when Father
went away on business. How I loved those beach
outings. Running barefoot, shirtless, and watchless
along the Pacifica shoreline south of San Francisco,
I’d forget what college I would attend and what I’d
do when I grew up. Mom, also barefoot and keep
ing pace, would call my attention to the soaring
seagulls, the jagged cliffs, the salt air, the thump
of my heartbeat. I really loved that woman, though
she did make me nervous sometimes.
Now Father John began to work the center
aisle. “What will you do now to make it so?” he
repeated, thrusting a microphone at randomly-se
lected parishioners. Talk about first thoughts! As
he approached the back pew, I prepared a quick
response: I would use my marketing skills to free
up captive employees in corporate America. But
one pesky question remained: exactly what ser
vice would I provide? I had no idea. While Father
John queried an elderly woman three pews away,

I bolted.
In a phone session the next weekend, Joyce and
I explored how I could resolve Father John’s big
question. In one scenario, I would buy up several
retreat centers and market each as a rejuvenation
station for overworked desk jockeys. Offerings
would include Shiatsu massage, career coaching,
and real estate investment seminars. In another, I’d
hire volleyball pros and market beach volleyballday packages to corporations as a team-building
tool.
The problem was, after a week at a rejuvenation
station or eight hours at a beach volleyball-day site,
customers would still have to return to the grind.
Joyce convinced me that I wouldn’t be satisfied
unless I devised a far more liberating service. That
week, as my final day at Lilliputian neared and my
first unemployed business Monday loomed, I lay
awake each night beneath a perpetually spinning
ceiling fan, data mining my brain for the answer.
Agonizingly, the answer continued to elude
me that Friday morning as I boxed up personal
belongings, deleted computer files, and braindumped Lilliputian marketing plans on Bruce. Late
that afternoon, during my going-away party at the
Embassy Suites Hotel, I parallel-processed: while
displaying my game face, I continued to drill down
for a final answer.
Ten of us convened at a large round table at
a barroom that routinely sucked in glazed-eyed
employees from neighboring executive office
complexes. The dimly-lit lounge featured a large
oak bar, several round tables, and an upright
piano. In short order, a waitress filled our mugs
to the rim with Bud Light. As the reality of the
moment struck, I wondered what I would come
up with when my coworkers inquired about my
future plans. My heart pounded like a bass drum
as the white-suited pianist belted out a schmaltzy
rendition of Frank Sinatra’s “Come Fly with Me.”
Sandwiched between Bruce on my left and Joyce
on my right, I felt weightless.
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“Listen up,” Bruce shouted. “I ’d like you all to
join me in a salute to our dear departing comrade.
I’m sure we’ll all miss Will for all he’s done to add
value to Lilliputian.” After a round of applause,
Bruce raised his mug and said, “Bilbo, this one’s
for you.” He took a swig and added, “Now that
you’ve joined the jet set, don’t forget about the
little people.”
“Hear, hear,” added Joyce, lifting her mug.
“You absolutely must keep in touch, and, um,
feel free to send cash any time! Shall we drink to
that?”
As the toasts continued around the table, amid
good-natured barbs from Joyce, Alison, Roger,
and other cube-dwellers I would sorely miss, the
answer, the final answer, became obvious.
Finally, I stood up. “You guys are outstanding,”
I began. “I feel so bathed in love right now that I
may well retract my resignation!” Heads bobbed
and applause rang out. “Only kidding,” I said.
“Actually, I have a better idea.”
One year later, six of my clients joined me
at the exact same table where I had been toasted
for my retirement party. Standing nearby on a
makeshift stage alongside the piano and sporting
a ripped orange T-shirt and black jeans, a seventh
riffed on her electric guitar. A keyboardist, drum
mer, and bass guitarist, all clad in black, joined the
hyperkinetic woman in a spirited rendition of her
latest hard rock creation. This was outrageous stuff
for the Embassy Suites, more a bastion of smooth
jazz than a staging ground for unplugged rockers,
exactly as the lead guitarist would have it.
Joyce’s smile seemed as charged as her instru
ment. Nearing the end of the concert, she grabbed
a microphone, looked in my direction, and an
nounced, “I’d now like to acknowledge one special
person in the audience, Will Bowers. Would you
please stand up, Willie?” As I rose, my table ap
plauded with gusto.
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“If not for Will, I wouldn’t be here,” Joyce
continued. “I ’m one of seven people at his table
whose new careers he has sponsored and promoted
this past year at DeCube.com. Seven people who
once did time at Lilliputian Technologies but are
now, thanks to this m an’s generous financial sup
port, his expert marketing, and his true friendship,
well on their way to realizing their wildest dreams.
In that spirit, this one’s for you, Bilbo.” On that
note, Bruce, Roger, Alison, and three other former
coworkers at my table raised their mugs high.
As the band played on, I hoped that Joyce
would soon score a more lucrative venue than
an Embassy Suites Hotel. But I also realized she
was exactly where she wanted to be: in front of a
captive audience —or more precisely, an audience
of captives. Scanning the room, I noticed a sea of
familiar faces, many of them former colleagues,
faces marked by unmistakably sad eyes, eyes that
locked onto mine like high-gain antennas as I
slowly rotated my head.
As expected, I left that night with dozens of
business cards with boiled-down dreams scrawled
on the back, including one from the woman who
replaced me at Lilliputian. While driving home on
the 1-10, I wondered, “In which of these dreams,
if any, could I invest with confidence? How many
more could I take on without compromising my
leisurely lifestyle?”
These questions weighed on me the next morn
ing, but first things first. At 8:50 a.m. I “commuted”
on foot to “the office,” stripped down to my shorts
at “the desk,” and plunged into the daily “assign
ment. Running half-naked along the shoreline
beneath the Pacific Palisades, I could smell the salt
air, feel the thump of my heartbeat, and marvel at
the graceful flight of seagulls overhead. I really
loved my new career, though it did make me ner
vous sometimes.

